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ABSTRACT 
We prove: If A, and G, (respectively, AA and CL) denote the weighted arithmetic and geometric 
means of XI.. .x, (respectively, 1 - XI,. , 1 - xn), where X, E (0. f] (i = 1, ,a: n 2 2) are real 
numbers which are not all equal, then we have 
XC AI-G’ 
mm ----<u < max 
Xi 
lilrn I -_x, An - G I<i<n I- 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we denote by A, and G,, respectively, A,!, and G,‘,, the 
weighted arithmetic and geometric means of the real numbers xi, . , I,, re- 
spectively, 1 - xi, . . , 1 - x,, where xi E (0, 41 (i = 1,. . ~ n; n 2 2), that is, 
An = 5 Pixit G, = fi x-f”, 
i=l i=l 
AA = 2 pi(l -xi), G,‘, = fi (1 -.~i)~‘, 
i=l i=l 
where pi, . , p,, are positive real numbers with Cr=, pi = 1. 
In 1961, the following counterpart of the classical arithmetic meangeomet- 
ric mean inequality was published in the well-known monograph ‘Inequalities’ 
by E.F. Beckenbach and R. Bellman [3, p. 51: 
(1.1) GJG,: I A,IA;, 
with equality holding if and only if xi = . . . = x,,. Inequality (l.l), which is due 
to Ky Fan, has attracted the attention of several mathematicians, and in many 
articles interesting refinements, extensions, and variants of (1.1) can be found; 
we refer to the recently published survey article [2] and the references therein. 
In 1988, the author [l] presented an additive analogue of (1.1): 
(1.2) G,, - G; < A,, - A;, 
with equality holding if and only if xi = .. = x,,. (We note that (1.1) and (1.2) 
were originally established only for the special case pi = . . . = pn = l/n; proofs 
for the weighted versions are given in [2].) 
It is pointed out in [l] that inequality (1.2) and the arithmetic mean-geo- 
metric mean inequality imply (1.1). Indeed, from 0 i AL - A, i GL - G,, 
and l/AL < l/GA we conclude 1 - A,/AL = (AL - A,)/AA F (GL - G,)/GL = 
1 - G,,/G;. 
If we assume that the xi’s are not all equal, then we obtain 
(1.3) o<s< 1. 
n n 
It is the aim of this paper to improve the bounds given in (1.3). 
In Section 3 we show that the inequalities 
(1.4) 
are valid for all xi E (0, i] (i = 1,. . . ,n; n 2 2). To establish (1.4) we need two 
inequalities involving the geometric means G,, and G,!, which we state and prove 
in the next section. 
2. TWO LEMMAS 
We present two inequalities which can be considered as counterparts of the 
inequality G,, + G,!, < 1 = A, + Al. 
Lemma 1. Let xi E (0, $1 (i = 1,. . . ,n; n 2 2) be real numbers, and let M = 
maxl<i<.xiandm =mini<i<,,xi. Then wehave 
The sign of equality holds in (2.1) fand only ifxl = . . = x,,. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that 
m=xl <x25...<x,_l ix,=M, m -=c M. 
We have to show that 
We define 
2 
where 1 5 q 5 n - 1 and 0 < x < xy + 1. Differentiation yields 
1 
f;(x) = (1 - P,)(l - x,).X-2+pq fi (1 - &)PI 
(2.2) 
i=y+l 
x 
x __ 
K > 
2 - P, 
l-x -5 i9, (&>“rl. 
where Py = Es=, pi. Using 
we conclude from (2.2) that f:(x) < 0. Hence, fq is strictly decreasing on 
(0 1 xy + I] which implies 
(2.3) 
( 
.f’(Xl I . . . A) =fi(m) 2fi(x2) 
=.f2h) >.I&) 2 .‘. >fn-1(&-l) >h-I(&) = 1. 
Since xi < x,, we conclude that at least one of the inequalities in (2.3) is strict. 
Thus, we getf(xr,. . . ,xn) > 1. q 
The second lemma provides a striking companion of (2.1). 
Lemma 2. Ler x, E (0, $1 (i = 1,. ,n; n > 2) be real numbers, and let A4 = 
maxt C i c ,, xi and m = mint 5 is n .‘ci. Then we have ~ 
(2.4) 1 $G,+GG;. 
The sign oj’equality holds in (2.4) fund only ifxl = . . = s,. 
Proof. Let 
m=xl <x7<...<xH_l Ixn=M, m < M, 
and 
h&x) = h(x,. . ,x,x~+~, . _ ,xn), 
which implies 
h(X,,... ,x,) =h(x1) > h(X2) 
=/22(x2) 2 /22(X3) 2 .‘. L h-1(&-1) > h-l(&) = 1. 
Since x1 < x,, we get h(xr, . . , xn) > 1 which we had to show. II 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
Applying the results of Section 2 we are in a position to prove a refinement of 
double-inequality (1.3). The following theorem presents bounds for the ratio 
(A,: - G;)/(& - G) in t erms of the maximum and minimum of the xi’s. 
Theorem. Let xi E (0, 11 (i = 1,. . . ,n; n > 2) be real numbers which are not all 
equal, and let M = maxr < i<n xi and m = minr < i<n xi. Then we have 
AI-G’ M 
(3.1) -z- a<-. 
l-m<A,,-Gn I-M 
Proof. To establish the second inequality of (3.1) we assume 
m = x1 5 x2 5 . . < x, = M, m < M. 
Then we have to show that 
F(Xl 9 . . . ) Xn) = (1 - X,) 
[ 
fi (1 - Xi)” + 5 PiXi - 1 
i=l i=l I 
+Xn CpiXi-fiXip’ >O. 
[ i=l i=l 1 
&(x) =F(x )...) X,$+1 )...) x,). 
Differentiation yields 
F,‘(x) = pq 1 - 1 _ x 
[ 
l-x,(1 -x)Pqi=$+r (1 -xi)Pi-:XP,, 
,$+ 1 Xfj 
(f’q = x4= 1 pi). F rom Lemma 1 we obtain F,(x) < 0 for all x E (0, xg+ 1). This 
implies 
F(x1, . . . , %) = Fl (Xl) 2 Fl (X2) 
=F2(X2) > F2(X3) > ..’ 2 Fn-1(%-l) > ~-I(.&) =o. 
Since F4 is strictly decreasing, we conclude from XI < x, that F(xl , . . . , xn) > 0. 
To prove the first inequality of (3.1) we assume 
m=x,_<x,_l<...<x2ixl=M, m < M. 
We have to establish that 
Let 1 5 q 5 n - 1, .xy+l <XL $,and 
H&Y) = H(x,. ,x,_q/+,, . 
Then we obtain from Lemma 2 that 
. 
i=l J 
>o 
which implies 
Since H4 is strictly increasing, we obtain H(si, . ,x,) > 0. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. q 
Remarks. 1. The referee asked whether there exist real numbers k and K 
(0 < k < K < 1 ), which do not depend on the x;‘s, such that 
k< AA-G,: <K 
An - Gn 
holds for all real numbers xi E (0, i] (i = 1,. . , n; n 2 2) which are not all 
equal. The answer is ‘no’. Indeed, if we set 
1 
,y, =‘..=x’,_, zz--&j 
2 
then we get 
A,:-G,:_ 1. 
,“i” A, - G, ’ 
and if we set 
n 
xi = - 
2 
and X2 = 
then we obtain 
. = & = 6 (0<6<$ 
2. The following chain of inequalities provides refinements of (1.1) and (1.2) 
written in the form A,!,/GL I A,/G,, and A,!, - GA 5 A, - G,. 
If.yiE(O,$](i=l,..., n),then 
(3.2) 
1 = 2 - (A, + A;) < AL/G,: < 1 + 2(4 - GA) 
i: 2 - (G, + G;) I 1 + 2(A, - G,) I An/G,. 
These inequalities are immediate consequences of the arithmetic mean-geo- 
metric mean inequality, inequality (1.2), and GH < i 5 GL. The sign of equality 
holds in each inequality of (3.2) if and only if x1 = . . = AC,,. 
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